
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

THE 

INFlNITY 
CLUB 

SPA & GYM 

 

 

 

 

At 

The Sunborn Hotel 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

At   Infinity Spa we believe that everyone deserves to feel special. 

Maintaining that inner and exterior beauty can be difficult 

to  achieve with our hectic lifestyles. 

 
At Infinity Spa, on the 7th floor onboard the Sunborn Yacht Hotel 

we    have a team of experienced Elemis trained therapists who 

are dedicated to helping you with your wellbeing and beauty 

needs



      HOW TO SPA 
 

      SPA OPENING HOURS 
 

Monday - Friday 9:30 - 20:00 

Saturday -Sunday 10:00 - 20:00 

SUMMER- 9:00- 21:00 
 

        SCHEDULING AN APPOINTMENT  

To schedule an appointment for your perfect 

treatment, please contact us via FRESHA APP 

Sunborn Infinity Spa, call us +35020016951  

reception team who will be able to guide you to the 

right choice. To ensure your preferred time and 

service is available we recommend booking in 

advance. All spa treatments and packages will 

need to be guaranteed  with a credit/debit card. 

 

ARRIVAL TIME 

If this is your first visit, please allow enough time 

before your treatment to complete a Spa 

Consultation form. 

We recommend you arrive 10 minutes in advance 

of your treatment time. Please be advised that late 

arrivals will result in a  reduction of treatment time. 

 
FACILITIES AND ACCESS 

The following spa facilities are available at INFINITY 

Spa: sauna, showers and changing areas. 

 

        CANCELLATION POLICY 

We do require 48 hours notice for group and 

package appointment cancellations/rescheduling 

and 24 hours notice for all other appointments. If 

less than the required notice is given, we reserve 

the  right to charge 30% for the full session. 

 

    SPA ETIQUETTE 

Our spa environment is one of relaxation and 

tranquility. Please respect all spa guests’ right 

to privacy and serenity. The spa is a mobile 

phone & device free zone. We ask all phones  

to be turned on silent. 

 
GIFT VOUCHERS 

Valid Gift Vouchers are always welcome. They  

Will be  honoured for Spa Services. 

Gift Vouchers should be presented on arrival, 

otherwise you may be responsible for any 

charges  incurred. The INFINITY Club Spa Gift 

Vouchers are    not redeemable if reported as 

lost, expired, or stolen. 

 
HOMECARE 

To continue your spa experience at 

home, most products used in our 

treatments are available at  reception. 

 
PRICE POLICY 

All prices are quoted in GBP and are  subject  

to change at any time. Gratuities are not  

included and are welcomed at your discretion.  

All gratuities go to your therapists. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

ELEMIS FACE & BODY COMBINATIONS 
 

COUTURE TOUCH 

Condition your skin and  muscles with this all-embracing hands-on 

experience. Combine our prescription facial with a 30-minute 

Freestyle Deep Tissue Massage or Swedish massage. 

60-mins £90.00 

 
COUTURE TECHNOLOGY 

Time to switch your skin on. Combine any 30-minute ELEMIS BIOTEC facial 

with a freestyle Deep Tissue or Swedish massage. 

75-mins £110.00 

 
TOTAL FACE AND BODY POLISH 

Smooth and brighten your skin for a total glow. Relax and indulge with an 

exfoliating body scrub and complexion boosting Dynamic Resurfacing facial 

to smooth the skin to perfection. 

60-mins £90.00 

 
ABSOLUTE SPA RITUAL 

Enjoy our no. 1 treatment the ultimate introduction to Elemis spa-therapies. 

This no. 1 selling package combines full body Deep Tissue or Swedish 

massage with Pro-Glow Renewal Facial, prescribed to  your needs. 

120-minutes £160.00 

 



 

 



ELEMIS ANTI-AGEING FACIALS | TOUCH 
 

PRO-GLOW SMOOTH 

This powerful anti-ageing facial smooths the look of fine lines and wrinkles,  
fills out expression lines and plumps skin with optimal hydration to reveal a 
youthful appearance. 

50-mins £90.00  

 
PRO-GLOW GENIUS 

Featuring ELEMIS ULTRA SMART Pro-Collagen formulas, this ultimate high-
performance facial restores bounce and resilience whilst smoothing, firming  
and illuminating the skin for maximum, multi-faceted rejuvenation in just  

one treatment. 

75-mins £115.00  

 

 



                                 ELEMIS SKIN SOLUTION FACIALS | TOUCH 
 

PRO-GLOW BRILLIANCE 
Awaken dull, lacklustre-looking skin with this radiance-boosting facial for a  
visibly brighter, glowing complexion. For sensitive and blemished skin. 

50-mins £90.00  
 

PRO-GLOW RESURFACE 

Transform the skin’s texture whilst minimising the look of uneven skin tone, 
enlarged pores and congestion for a renewed, stunningly smooth complexion. 

50-mins £90.00  

 
PEPTIDE 24/7 SKIN SYNC 

Target tired skin with this radiance-restoring Peptide 24/7 facial. Powerful 

botanical formulations, exclusive to ELEMIS, are combined with specialist 

massage techniques to replenish skin with a well-rested glow. 

50-mins £90.00  

 
PRO-GLOW RENEWAL 
ELEMIS signature triple cleanse facial provides hyper-focused resurfacing 
 and moisture-boosting results to unlock a healthy, lit-from within glow. In  
just one treatment, skin looks visibly refreshed, renewed and radiant. 

50-mins £85.00  
 

 



 

                                   ELEMIS BIOTEC PRO-GLOW FACIALS | TECHNOLOGY 
DELIVERING IMMEDIATE, VISIBLE AND LONGER LASTING RESULTS 

 
BIOTEC PRO-GLOW SMOOTH+ 
This powerful anti-ageing facial utilises microcurrent pluses to help  
strengthen muscle memory whilst visibly smoothing the look of fine  
lines and wrinkles.  
An Oxygen Infusion helps to plump out lines, restore elasticity and increase  
hydration, for a visibly youthful appearance. Includes BIOTEC: Ultrasonic, 

Microcurrent & Oxygen Infusion 

75-mins £135.00  

 

 



 
 

BIOTEC PRO-GLOW RESURFACE+  

Transform the skin texture whilst minimising the look of uneven tone, 
pigmentation, enlarged pores and congestion for a renewed, stunningly  

smooth complexion. A powerful combination of light therapy and  

rejuvenating Galvanic current leaves skin looking balanced with improved 

 clarity. Includes BIOTEC: Ultrasonic, LED Light Therapy & Galvanic 

75-mins £135.00  

 
BIOTEC PRO-GLOW BRILLIANCE+ 
Awaken dull, lacklustre complexions with this radiance-boosting facial.  
A combination of Galvanic current, Oxygen Infusion and high potency  

Actives energises the skin and replenishes moisture, for a visibly brighter, 
healthy appearance. Includes BIOTEC: Ultrasonic, Galvanic & Oxygen  
Infusion. For sensitive and blemished skin. 
 
75-mins £135.00  

 
BIOTEC 24/7 SKIN SYNC 

Inspired by the body’s miraculous inner clock and formulated to support 

tired complexions, our skin renewing 24/7 skin sync facial has been 

designed to target the look of tired skin and help you achieve a well-rested 

glow. Included BIOTEC: Ultrasonic, LED light therapy, Galvanic. 

60-min £125.00  

 
BIOTEC PRO-GLOW CRYO2 SCULPT+ 

Harnessing the power of Cryotherapy to firm and depuff, this advanced  

sculpting facial helps to define contours, tone and rejuvenate the skin,  

revealing a visibly lifted appearance. Includes BIOTEC: Ultrasonic, CryO2 &  

LED Light Therapy 7-in-1 Mask 

 
75-mins £135.00  

 

 

 



BIOTEC PRO-GLOW GENIUS+ 

Featuring ELEMIS ULTRA SMART Pro-Collagen formulas, this ultimate high-
performance facial sculpts, smoothes, firms and illuminates the skin. All 5  

BIOTEC upgrades are harnessed for maximum, multi-faceted rejuvenation  

after just one treatment. Includes BIOTEC: Ultrasonic, Microcurrent,  

Galvanic, Light Therapy & Oxygen Infusion. 

 
90-mins £160.00  

 
BIOTEC COURSES 

3 x Any 75 - mins - £330.00 | 6 x Any 75-mins £650.00 | 10 x Any 75-mins - £1080.00 

3 x Any 90 - mins - £390.00 | 6 x Any 90mins £770.00 | 10 x Any 90 mins – £1200.00 
 



 

 
 

ELEMIS MASSAGE TREATMENTS 

 
FREESTYLE DEEP TISSUE MASSAGE 

This is a vigorous workout for the body, perfect to alleviate high stress levels. 

Tailored entirely to your needs, it leaves you feeling grounded and focused. 

Your therapist will select an aromatic oil according to your concerns, be it 

muscle pain or the need for stress relief, relaxation, or emotional balance. 

Skin is prepped to release toxins and the flowing massage works deeper and 

deeper into the tension, encouraging optimum circulation. As effective as 

an hour’s stretching, but so much more nurturing. 

90-mins £125.00 | 60-mins £90.00 | 45-mins £75.00 | 30-mins £60.00 



SWEDISH MASSAGE 

A Classic European massage using long strokes and kneading of the 

superficial layers of muscles. This soothing massage helps to relieve tension, 

improving circulation and flexibility. 

90-mins £105.00 | 60-mins £80.00 | 45-mins £65.00 | 30-mins £50.00 

 
 

HOT STONE MASSAGE 

Nothing gets into the belly of the muscle like a hot stone. Bathed in the 

intensely moisturising Frangipani Monoi Body Oil, a curated range of Balinese 

stones are selected to address exactly what you need. They are worked over 

the body, deep into the muscles, getting into areas of tension at a profound 

level, persuading the muscles to release their trapped energy. 

75-mins £100.00 | 60-mins £90.00 | 45-mins £80.00 

 

INDIAN HEAD MASSAGE 

Indian head massage techniques for treating scalp, face, neck, shoulders 

and upper arms. It Works on the areas of the body that are most affected 
by stress, however, while the treatment is just on the upper part of the 
body its effects are felt throughout the mind and body. 

 

30-mins £50.00 with Hopi Ear Candles £70.00 
 

 
LYMPHATIC DRAINAGE 

Lymphatic drainage massage is profound technique to increase lymph 

flow. With increased lymph flow the immune function is increased. 

Harmful substances are removed from the tissues and neutralized 

in the nodes. 

75-mins £90.00 | 45-mins £70.00 



 
PEACEFUL PREGNANCY MASSAGE 

Massage for each stage of your pregnancy. Performed with high comfort, 

safety and relaxation, this unique therapy helps relieve back tension, swollen 

hands, and feet. Eases mind and lifts the spirits. Extend your treatment and 

add our specially formulated Facial to take care of all your skin’s needs 

during pregnancy. 

75-mins £105.00 

 
PEACEFUL PREGNANCY FACE & BODY EXPERIENCE 

Reviving facial using a combination of massage and restoring actives to  

target changing skin needs during pregnancy. Combined with a peaceful  

massage that intuitively addresses tension, dehydration and hormonal  

changes to restore and revive the body, this experience is pure bliss for  

mothers-to-be.  

120-mins £160.00 

 

 



 

NIRVANA FACIALS & BODY TREATMENTS 

 

NIRVANA ANTI - AGING BIO/VEGAN FACIAL 

This Anti-Aging Bio Facial is ideal for those who enjoy a vegan facial. The products 

that are used for this facial are vegan based, which contain, white truffle extract 

with a litany of other moisturizing ingredients, antioxidants, and an extra dose of 

vitamin C to brighten, smooth and hydrate your complexion. 

60-mins £75.00 

 
HYDRATING ALOE VERA FACIAL 

Recommended for dry skin. Aloe Vera has proven medicinal and skin care 

properties including stimulating collagen production, reducing inflammation, 

fighting bacteria, hydrating, and tightening the skin. Benefits: Acne, acne 

scars, sunburns, eczema, psoriasis, hydration, and Cell renewal. 

60-mins £75.00 

 
NIRVANA ANTI - AGING FACIAL 

Restore the vitality of your skin! Recommend for mature skin, this anti-aging 

facial, stimulates collagen and cell renewal. Will help to improve the fine lines 

and wrinkles then followed by a face massage which will improve the skin 

tone and elasticity. 

60-mins £75.00 

 
NIRVANA DEEP CLEANSING FACIAL 

When it comes to who should get a deep cleansing facial, the answer is you 

and everyone, man or woman, young or old. Almost any skin condition can 

receive and benefit from a deep cleansing facial. This cleansing helps rid the 

skin of unwanted build-up of oil, toxins, bacteria, and all skin debris-all of 

which contributed to unwanted skin conditions like acne and premature 

aging. A great deep cleansing facial is vital to maintaining healthy and 

fresh-looking skin. 

60-mins £75.00 



 

AWAKEN YOUR SENSES 

Awaken your senses! Chocolate Face & Body scrub followed by 60 -

mins Indulgent Nirvana Chocolate Oil Massage. 

90-mins £120.00 

 

NIRVANA SLIMMING BODY SCRUB & WRAP 

This treatment is designed to encourage wight loss and fluid retention. 

The algae focus helps to reduce the appearance of cellulite. Tones and 

revitalises the skin. 

90-mins £120.00 

 



 
 

NIRVANA CHOCOLATE FACE & BODY RITUAL 

Chocolate Ritual Spa meets the needs of dry, fatigued and dull skin. 

Chocolate peeling, conducted at the beginning of the treatment, followed 

by a chocolate wrap and facial. The ritual ends with a relaxing massage. The 

treatment is a great experience of fragrances. Chocolate is known for its 

properties which positively affect the psyche-stimulate the body to 

produced endorphins, effectively improving well-being, perfectly remove 

stress and fatigue. After the treatment the skin is extremely soft, pleasant to 

touch and smells of chocolate. 

2 hours 15 mins - £165.00 

 
DE-STRESS LAVENDER HONEY AND COCONUT OIL MASSAGE 

Spa Manager’s recommendation Awaking the senses through touch and aroma, 

this soothing Lavender Honey Oil Massage has a natural relaxing scent which 

promotes a sense of well-being. The calming lavender honey oil massage as part 

of our relaxing ritual when you need a fast-track to tranquility. Our Lavender 

Honey massage brings you into a world of serenity. Book 60 mins for a full 

body massage or the 90 mins if you would like to go to La La Land (60 mins full 

body massage and 30 mins head and foot massage). 

60-mins £85 I 90-mins £120.00  



. 

INDULGENT NIRVANA CHOCOLATE OIL MASSAGE THERAPY 

Chocolate Oil with cocoa and orange scents. It is a deep nourishing and 

moisturizing treatment which pampers the body and soul. Cocoa stimulates 

the production of endorphins in the brain and helps to combat anxiety and 

stress. The feel of chocolate on the skin and the rich natural scent creates a 

relaxing atmosphere. 

90-mins £110 I 60-mins £80 I 45-mins £65 I 30-mins £50 

 
INDULGENT NIRVANA COCONUT OIL MASSAGE THERAPY 

Coconut Massage Oil Therapy are part of a luxurious and restorative experi- 

ence. Relax, Balance & Energise. The beautiful coconut oil has been used for 

centuries in Ayurveda because of its healing properties and positive results 

on the body and mind. 

90-mins £110 I 60-mins £80 I 45-mins £65 l 30-min £50 

 

 



 

NIRVANA COUPLES TREATMENTS 

 

Enjoy a massage with a friend or partner on side-by-side massage tables set within 

our Couples Room. Our therapists work in unison to provide an unforgettable shared 

experience. 

 
COUPLES DE-STRESS LAVENDER HONEY & COCONUT OIL MASSAGE 

Awaking the senses through touch and aroma. This Soothing Lavender 

Honey   Oil Massage has a natural relaxing scent which promotes a sense of 

well-being. Our lavender honey oil Massage brings you into a world of 

serenity. 

60-mins £150.00 

 
COUPLES NIRVANA CHOCOLATE FACE & BODY RITUAL 

30 – mins Chocolate body scrub, 45-mins Chocolate wrap and facial, 60- 

mins Chocolate Oil  Massage. 

135-min £300.00 

 
COUPLES AWAKEN YOUR SENSES 

Awaken your senses! 30-mins Chocolate Face & Body scrub 

followed by 60- mins  Indulgent Nirvana Chocolate Oil Massage. 

90-mins £200.00 

 
COUPLES INDULGENT NIRVANA CHOCOLATE OIL MASSAGE 

Chocolate Oil with cocoa and orange scents. It is a deep nourishing and 

moisturazing treatment which pampers the body and soul. Cocoa stimulates 

the production of endorphins in the brain and helps to combat anxiety and 

stress. The feeling of chocolate on the skin and the rich natural scent creates 

a relaxing atmosphere. 

60-mins £145.00 

 



  HOLISTIC MASSAGE THERAPY 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
LAVA SHELL MASSAGE 
Shell massage is a type of treatment that uses Tiger Clam shells as a massage tool. 

Releases minerals, including magnesium, this reduces the blood flow in the 

targeted areas helping to relieve inflammation, firm and regenerate the skin, 

boost circulation of blood and lymph, soothe aches and pains, reduce 

swelling, relieves water retention and ibs. 

75-mins £95.00 | 60-mins £85.00 | 45-mins £75.00 

 

HOT KARITE (Shea Butter) AROMATHERAPY RITUAL  
This treatment is done with African shea butter and essential oil of your choice along with  

   different massage techniques to relax the muscles. The shea butter called the golden gift  

   of Africa is well known for its skin firming, nurturing and hydrating effect. 

   90-mins £105.00 | 60-mins £85.00  

 

 

 

 



CBD HOLISTIC MASSAGE 

We have infused our Cannablissful CBD with three blends of essential oils to 

help you soothe, relax, and energise. This treatment, along with our highly 

qualified therapists, will rejuvenate even the tenderest body. Our CBD oil 

directly influences muscle, nerve pain, and inflammation. 

90-mins £110 | 60-mins £85 | 45-min £65 | 30-min £50 

 

CBD HEAD MASSAGE 
The head is the most significant part of the body. It encompasses seven vital openings 

the eyes, ears, nose, mouth, and one principal opening, the crown of the head. There 

are also vital energy points over the entire head that connect to the brain and the mind 

(including the subconscious). This massage promotes deep relaxation and the release 

of tension, benefits memory, cognition, and alertness, brings clarity and strength to the 

senses. 

30-mins £50.00  
 

 
CBD REFLEXOLOGY 

 

Our Cannablissful CBD massage oils have been formulated with careful 

consideration to deliver an almighty experience when combined with a 

massage. We’ve infused our CBD with three blends of essential oils to help you 

soothe, relax, and energise. These ingredients are delivered by our proprietary 

blend of carrier 

o. ils that are so wonderful, it feels like silk when gliding across the skin. This treat- 

ment, along with our highly qualified therapists, will rejuvenate even the 

tenderest body. Cannabidiol (CBD) is found in cannabis, but unlike THC, CBD 

does not change a person's state of mind. You won't get "high" from this 

massage, or the CBD extracts derived from hemp. Our CBD oil directly 

influences muscle, nerve pain, and inflammation. 

60-mins £80.00 

 

 

 

 



 

INVIGORATING HEAD & FOOT MASSAGE (Chairman’s Special) 

The head and feet have many powerful energy points connected to the 

brain and the rest of the body. These two very simple routines can invoke 

relaxation, restoration, and rejuvenation, all at the same time. 

60-mins £75.00 

 
FOOT MASSAGE 
The feet hold many energy points linked to almost every part of the body.  

They connect us to the earth, providing stability and grounding, and, quite  

literally, bear the weight of the day. A foot massage is a great way to 

show appreciation and offer daily relief to this very deserving part of your 

body. 

30-mins £45.00 | 60-mins £70.00 

 



 
(' 

 

                                           BODY TREATMENTS 

INTENSELY CLEANSING SALT SCRUB 

Lime & Ginger or Frangipani. The extraordinary cleansing power of salt goes 

to work releasing toxins in this  body polishing treatment. The fragranced salt 

of your choice will gently slough away dead skin cells, encouraging the 

regeneration of new cells and perfectly  prepping the skin. It leaves a smooth 

and responsive canvas, ready to absorb the deeply nourishing body oil. Delivers 

velvety soft, invigorated skin. 

45-mins £65.00 

 
MUSCLEASE AROMA SPA OCEAN WRAP 

The power of aromatherapy combined with the riches of the ocean. This 

aromatic heated seaweed body mask containing muscle warming blends of 

pine and rosemary essential oils helps ease the pain of arthritis, fatigue and  

aching muscles. 

90-mins £95.00 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ELEMIS TIME FOR MEN 
 

HIGH PERFORMANCE SKIN ENERGISER - TOUCH 

This is the hard-working facial for ageing, stressed, dehydrated skin and tired 

eyes. An energising treatment that speaks to every skin concern, restoring vital 

moisture and nutrient levels. 

60-mins £85.00  

 
BIOTEC SUPER CHARGER FOR MEN - TECHNOLOGY 

This is the facial to de-stress, de-age and de-fatigue the male complexion while 

activating ultimate skin dynamism. A triple hit of ultrasonic peeling, steam and 

galvanic current delivers a deep clean, simultaneously exfoliating and powering 

up Kalpariane’s anti-wrinkle properties and Samphire’s hydrating potency. An 

oxygen infusion is the final blast of energy for real, best face forward results. A 

multi-tasking, time efficient solution. 

60-mins £110.00 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 



GENTLEMAN’S CLUB HAND & NAIL GROOMING 

For immaculate hands that make a good impression, this classic male 

manicure delivers complete hand, nail and cuticle maintenance. Including a 

tension relieving massage. Nails are buffed to remove ridges and 

imperfections. 

 

30-mins £25.00 
 

GENTLEMAN’S CLUB PEDICURE 

A relaxing and grooming foot treatment. Hard skin will be removed, feet and 

legs will be massaged with deep conditioning creams leaving them softer 

and smoother. Cuticles will be groomed, and your toenails will be beautifully 

shaped and perfectly buffed. 

 

45-mins £40.00 
 

TOTAL TIME OUT FOR MEN 

Complete face and body overhaul. Enjoy the best of both worlds by combining 

a 60-min Time for men facial with a 60-min Deep Tissue or well - being 

massage to improve total body performance. Rehydrates and energises the 

complexion, whilst deeply relaxing and recharging the body. 

120-mins £150.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  



 
 

  COUPLES TREATMENTS 

Enjoy a massage with a friend or partner on side-by-side massage tables set 

within our Couples Room. Our therapists work in unison to provide an 

unforgettable shared experience. 

 

Couples Hot Stones Massage 

60-mins | £160.00 

 
Couples Deep Tissue Massage 

60-mins | £160.00 

 
Couples Swedish Massage 

60-mins | £140.00 

Facial Just for Two 

60-mins | £150.00 

 
Couples Face and Body Sensation 

60-mins | £150.00 

 
Couples CBD OIL Massage 

60-mins | £160.00 

 

 

 

 



ELEMIS DAY RITUALS 
 

INFINITY SPA SIGNATURE PACKAGE 
 

Designed to offer the most indulgent experience. Signature full body massage 

60 mins, skin solution facial 60 mins deluxe manicure & pedicure 120 mins. 

 

4 hours - £230.00 

 

TIME FOR TWO 

A shared experience for two, a welcome cava on arrival enjoyed in our couples 

rroom Ideal for partners, mothers and daughters or just good friends - get a                           

facial of your choice and select one of the following massages: 

Swedish  

Deep Tissue  

De-Stress Lavender Honey & Coconut Oil  

120-mins - £280.00 

 



FINISHING TOUCHES 

 
NAIL TREATMENTS 

Our luxurious manicures and pedicures are pure pampering for hands and  

feet that help to nourish and soften the skin. Perfectly shaped nails are then 

finished off with the polish of your choice. We also offer a comprehensive 

range of Gel Nails. 

 

 

PRESCRIPTIVE MANICURE 
Hand and cuticles are conditioned and moisturised. Nails are shaped and  

treated with a perspective base coat, followed by a short massage to aid  

circulation, completed by the perfect polish. 

 

45-mins £25.00 
 

ADD GEL 15-mins £10.00 

 

 

 



 

 
 
 

DELUXE MANICURE WITH HEATED MITTENS 

A complete conditioning hand & nail treatment. Leaving hands noticeably 

silkier & smoother. A luxurious massage aids in circulation and relaxation. The 

warmth of the mittens encourages pores to open and allows treatments to be 

absorbed quicker. The mittens also stimulate circulation and are excellent for 

rheumatic and arthritic conditions. Nails are analysed and shaped & treated for 

their specific type, before finishing with the perfect polish 

60-mins £50.00 

 
ZENSPA PEDICURE 

Hard skin will be removed, feet and legs will be massaged with deep 

conditioning creams leaving them softer and smoother, your cuticles will be 

groomed, and your toenails will be beautifully shaped and perfectly polished. 

45-mins £35.00 
ADD GEL 15-mins £10.00 

 
ZENSPA DELUXE PEDICURE WITH THERMAL BOOTIES 

Awaken your senses and discover the ultimate in professional pedicure luxury. 

Includes all benefits from Jessica pedicure combined with exfoliation, a 

conditioning foot treatment followed by Thermal Booties and extra attention 

to hard skin removal. 

60-mins £55.00 

 
Gel Soak of 15-mins £10.00 / returning clients free 

If you have existing gels to be removed, please advise us on booking as we 

require extra time. 

 
NAIL ART AVAILABLE – On request 

 



  EYES 

Eyebrow Shape/Wax/Tweezers £10.00 

Eyebrow Tint £10.00 

Eyelash Tint £15.00 

Eyebrow and Lash Tint with Brow Shape  £30.00 

Full set of top individual eyelashes  £65.00 
Lash infill’s FROM £40 *PRICE GIVEN ON CONSULTATION 

 

 

WAXING  THREADING  

Full leg, Bikini, Underarm £55.00 Eyebrows £12.00 

½ Leg, Bikini, underarm £40.00 Upper lip £6.00 

Underarm £12.00 Forehead £5.00 

Full arm £24.00 Chin £6.00 

Forearm £20.00 Neck £6.00 

½ leg £26.00 Sides of face £10.00 

Full leg £28.00 Full Face £32.00 

Back/Chest £25.00   

Abdomen £12.00   

Bikini £20.00  
Brazilian £25.00 

Hollywood £35.00 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  HAIR SERVICES 

LOWLIGHTS 

 Short £45 | Medium £50 | Long £55 

 
 

Short £45 | Medium £50 | Long £50 

 
HIGHLIGHTS & TONER 

 

Short £90 | Medium £105 | Long £120 | Extra Long £135 

*Price might vary depending on length and thickness of the hair. 

 
HAIR COLOUR 

 

Short £45 | Medium £50 | Long £55 | Extra Long £65 

 
LADIES WASH & BLOW DRY 

 

Short £30 | Medium £35 | Long £40 | Extra Long £45 | With Extensions £50   

 
CUT & BLOW DRY 

 

Short £60 | Medium £65 | Long £70 | Extra Long £75 | Fringe £10 

 
HAIRSTYLING (STRAIGHT/CURLS ON CLEAN DRY HAIR) 

 

Short £20 | Medium £25 | Long £30 

 
HAIR CONSULTATION 

 

£20 

 
LUXURY HEAD MASSAGE WITH WASH & BLOW DRY 

 

Short £55 | Medium £60 | Long £65 | Extra Long £70 | With Extensions £75 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



From £150 

From £150 

 

BRIDAL & SPECIAL OCCASION - CONSULTATIONS COMPULSORY 
 
 

HAIR UP 
 

From £55 

 
BRIDAL - MAKEUP TRIAL 

 

From £60 

 
BRIDAL - HAIR TRIAL FROM 

 

From £60 

 
BRIDAL - WEDDING DAY MAKEUP 

 

From £120.00 
 

BRIDAL - WEDDING DAY HAIR 
 

From £120.00 

 
SPECIAL OCCASION - EVENING HAIR 

 

From £55 

 
SPECIAL OCCASION - EVENING MAKEUP 

 

From £55 



 

 
 

MENS 
 

BEARD TRIM 
 

£10 

 
SHAMPOO & DRY 

 

£15 

 
CUT & STYLE 

 

£25 

 



 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

www.sunborninfinity.gi 
spa@sunborngibraltar.com 

Tel: +350 200 16951 

http://www.sunborninfinity.gi/
mailto:spa@sunborngibraltar.com

